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ｱｵｰｳや〉ｸやAug╆《や Kingや Jamesや IVや 〉ｱｴｸｸむｱｵｱｳ《や ofや Scotlandやmarriesや PrincessやMargaret╇や sisterや ofや 
  Henry VIII
ｱｵｰｹや〉ｲｱやApr╆《 death of King Henry VII and accession of King Henry VIII
ｱｵｱｰや や executionやofやedmundやDudleyや〉b╆やc.やｱｴｶｲ《╇やgreatまgrandfatherやofやSirやPhilipや 
や や Sidneyや〉ｱｵｵｴむｸｶ《
ｱｵｱｱや や WilliamやSidneyや〉c.やｱｴｸｲむｱｵｵｴ《やservesやinやtheやenglishやexpeditionやtoやSpainやtoや 
や や assistやFerdinand╇やKingやofやAragonやandやCastile╇やagainstやtheやMoors






や や ofや SuTolk╉や Thomasや Howard╇や Sirや William‒sや commanderや atや Flodden╇や 
や や restoredやtoやtheやdukedomやofやnorfolk
〉Jul╆《や SirやWilliamやSidneyやawardedやaやlifeやannuityやofやｵｰやmarksやbyやHenryやViii
ｱｵｱｵや〉ｱやJan╆《や deathや ofや Kingや Louisや Xiiや ofや France╉や inや Feb╆や Charlesや Brandonや secretlyや 
や や marriesや hisや widow╇や Mary╇や sisterや ofや Henryや Viii╉や theirや unionや publiclyや 
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THE ASHGATE RESEARCH COMPANION TO THE SIDNEYS, 15001700: VOLUME 1
xxviii
ｱｵｳｱや〉′《や や birthやofやMaryやDudleyやSidneyや〉d╆やｱｵｸｶ《╇やwifeやofやHenryやSidney
ｱｵｳｲや〉ｱｵやMay《や English Church supports King Henry VIII against the Papacy
ｱｵｳｲのｳｳ′やや birthや ofや Robertや Dudleyや 〉d╆や ｱｵｸｸ《╇や laterや earlや ofや Leicester╇や uncleや ofや Sir 
や や PhilipやSidney
ｱｵｳｳや〉ｲｵやJan╆《 King Henry VIII marries Anne Boleyn after divorcing Catherine of Aragon
ｱｵｳｶや〉ｱｹやMay《や AnneやBoleynやexecuted
〉ｳｰやMay《や King Henry VIII marries Jane Seymour
〉autumn《や Pilgrimage of Grace uprising against Henry VIIIs break with the Roman Catholic 
  Church
ｱｵｳｷや〉ｱｲやOct╆《や Prince Edward born to King Henry VIII and Jane Seymour
〉ｲｴやOct╆《や Jane Seymour dies
ｱｵｳｸや や SirやWilliamやSidneyやappointedやChamberlainや〉untilやｱｵｴｴ《やtoやPrinceやedward╇や 
や や andや hisや sonやHenryや becomesや oneや ofや Princeや edward‒sや closestや childhoodや 
や や companions
ｱｵｴｳや や deathやofやAnneやPagenhamやSidney╇やwifeやofやSirやWilliamやSidney
ｱｵｴｶや〉′《や や Williamや Herbertや 〉c.や ｱｵｰｱむｷｰ《╇や laterや Rrstや earlや ofや Pembroke╇や appointed 
や や KeeperやofやBaynard‒sやCastleやonやtheやbanksやofやtheやRiverやThames
ｱｵｴｷや〉ｲｸやJan╆《 death of King Henry VIII and accession of King Edward VI
ｱｵｴｹや〉ｲｰやJun╆《や Norfolk Rebellion begins
ｱｵｵｰや〉ｱｸやApr╆《や HenryやSidneyやappointedやaやgentlemanやofやtheやPrivyやChamber
ｱｵｵｰむｵｳや や WilliamやHerbert╇やlaterやRrstやearlやofやPembroke╇やLordやPresidentやofやtheやCouncilや 
や や ofやWales
ｱｵｵｱや〉ｲｹやMar╆《や HenryやSidneyやmarriesやatやAsserやMary╇やdaughterやofや JohnやDudley╇やearlやofや 
や や WarwickやandやsisterやofやRobertやandやAmbroseやDudleyや〉laterやearlsやofやLeicesterや 
や や andやWarwick《
〉Jul╆《や Henryや Sidneyや accompaniesや theや Marquisや ofや northampton‒sや embassyや toや 
や や France
〉ｱｱやOct╆《や Henryや Sidneyや knighted╇や andや Johnや Dudleyや 〉d╆や ｱｵｵｳ《╇や earlや ofや Warwick╇や 




ｱｵｵｳや〉ｲｱやMay《や marriageや ofや Ladyや Janeや greyや andや Lordや guildfordや Dudley╇や sonや ofや Johnや 
や や Dudley╇やearlやofやWarwickやandやDukeやofやnorthumberland
〉ｲｱやJun╆《や SirやHenryやSidneyやwitnessesやKingやedwardやVi‒sやwill
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〉ｶやJul╆《 death of King Edward VI, reputedlyやcradledやinやtheやarmsやofやSirやHenryやSidney╉ 
や や accessionや〉ｹやJul╆《やofやLadyやJaneやGreyや〉executedやｱｲやFeb╆やｱｵｵｴ《, whoやreputedlyやwasや 
や や RrstやtoldやofやherやaccessionやbyやMaryやDudleyやSidney╇やwifeやofやSirやHenryやSidney
〉ｱｹやJul╆《 accession of Queen Mary
〉ｲｲやAug╆《や executionやonやTowerやHillやofやJohnやDudleyや〉b╆やｱｵｰｴ《╇やearlやofやWarwickやandや 
や や Dukeやofやnorthumberland╇やgrandfatherやofやSirやPhilipやSidney
ｱｵｵｴや〉ｷやFeb╆《や rebellion against the Spanish marriage proposed for Queen Mary led by Sir 
や や ThomasやWyam
〉ｷやorやｱｰやFeb╆《やdeathやofやSirやWilliamやSidneyやatやPenshurst
〉ｱｳやMar╆《や Sirや Henryや Sidneyや accompaniesや earlや ofや Bedford‒sや embassyや toや Spainや toや 
や や accompanyやPhilipやofやSpainやbackやtoやenglandやforやhisやmarriageや〉ｲｵやJul╆《やwithや 
や や QueenやMary
〉ｲむｵやMay《や Queen Marys Second Parliament accepts terms for the Spanish marriage
〉ｱｳやJul╆《や SirやHenryやSidneyやsailsやfromやLaやCoruñaやforやenglandやwithやPhilipやofやSpain╉や 
  royalやmarriageやcelebratedや〉ｲｵやJul╆《
〉nov╆《や Queen Marys Third Parliament restore  Papal Supremacy to England
〉ｳｰやnov╆《や birthやofやPhilipやSidneyや〉d╆やｱｵｸｶ《╇やnamedやinやhonorやofやhisやgodfather╇やPhilipやofや 
や や Spain╇やtheやhusbandやofやQueenやMary
ｱｵｵｵや〉ｲｵやOct╆《や Emperor Charles V resigns the Netherlands in favor of Philip of Spain
ｱｵｵｵむｵｸや や WilliamやHerbert╇や Rrstやearlや ofやPembroke╇やLordやPresidentや ofや theやCouncilや 
や や ofやWales
ｱｵｵｶや〉Jan╆《や Queen Marys husband formally becomes Philip II of Spain following his 




〉ｱｰやAug╆《や English-Spanish victory over the French at St. Quentin╉やservingやinやtheやenglishや 
や や forcesや areや theや brothersや ofやMaryやDudleyや Sidney╇やAmbrose╇や Robert╇や and 
や や Henry╇やandやHenryやHerbert╇やlaterやsecondやearlやofやPembrokeやandやhusbandやofや 
や や MaryやSidneyやHerbert╇やCountessやofやPembroke
ｱｵｵｸや〉ｷやJan╆《や loss of Calais, Englands last French possession
〉ｲｴやApr╆《や marriage of Mary Queen of Scots to the French Dauphin, later François II
〉ｱｷやnov╆《 death of Queen Mary and accession of Queen Elizabeth I
〉ｲｰやnov╆《や Sir William Cecil appointed Secretary of State and Queen Elizabeths 
  principal adviser
〉ｱｲやDec╆《や SirやHenryやSidneyやpromotedやtoやLordやJusticeやinやireland
ｱｵｵｹや〉Feb╆《や PhilipやIIやofやSpainやmakesやaやtentativeやoTerやofやmarriageやtoやQueenやElizabethやI╉やTreatyや 
や や ofやCâteauまCambrésisや〉ｳやApr╆《やmarksやendやofやhostilitiesやbetweenやFranceやandやSpain╉や 
や や accessionや〉ｲｴやApr╆《やofやFrançoisやIIやofやFrance╇やhusbandやofやMaryやQueenやofやScots
ｱｵｶｰや〉ｵやDec╆《や death of François II of France and accession of Charles IX
ｱｵｶｰむｸｶや や SirやHenryやSidney╇やLordやPresidentやofやtheやCouncilやofやWales
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や や fearsやforやtheやroyalやsuccessionやasやtheやqueenやinsistsやonやRobertやDudleyやbeing 
や や namedやasやProtectorやofやtheやRealm╉やMaryやSidneyやisや leftやwithやsevereやfacialや 
や や scars╇やasやreSectedやinやtheやtaleやofやArgulusやandやPartheniaやinやtheやNew Arcadia
〉′《や や birthやofやBarbaraやgamageや〉c.やｱｵｵｹむｱｶｲｱ《╇やlaterやwifeやofやRobertやSidney╇やRrstや 
や や earlやofやLeicester
ｱｵｶｳや〉ｱｹやnov╆《や birthや ofや Robertや Sidneyや 〉d╆や ｱｶｲｶ《╇や laterや Rrstや earlや ofや Leicester╇や namedや inや 
や や honorやofやhisやmaternalやuncleやandやgodfather╇やRobertやDudleyや〉d╆やｱｵｸｸ《
ｱｵｶｴや〉ｲｶやApr╆《や William Shakespeare baptized at Stratford-upon-Avon
〉ｱｴやMay《や Sirや Henryや Sidneyや installedや asや aや Knightや ofや theや garter╇や alongsideや King 
や や CharlesやiXやofやFrance
〉ｲｹやSept╆《や RobertやDudleyや〉d╆やｱｵｸｸ《やcreatedやBaronやDenbighやandやearlやofやLeicester
〉ｱｷやOct╆《や Philipや Sidneyや entersや Shrewsburyや Schoolや withや hisや lifelongや friend╇や 
や や Fulkeやgreville
ｱｵｶｵや〉ｲｲやJun╆《や SirやHenryやSidneyやappointedやasやLordやDeputyやofやirelandや〉servesやuntilやｱｵｷｱ《
〉ｲｹやJul╆《や marriage of Mary Queen of Scots and Lord Darnley
ｱｵｶｶや〉ｱｳやJan╆《や SirやHenryやandやLadyやMaryやSidneyやarriveやinやDublinやafterや losingやmuchやof 
や や theirやhouseholdやpossessionsやandやjewelsやwhenやoneやofやtheirやshipsやisやwrecked






ｱｵｶｷや〉ｱｰやFeb╆《や murder of Lord Darnley










〉summer《や Sirや Henryや Sidneyや suppressesや oppositionや inや Munster╇や Connaughtや andや 
や や UlsterやandやapprovesやtheやMunsterやplantationや〉Jun╆《
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〉nov╆《 Rebellion of the northern earls in support of Mary Queen of Scots
ｱｵｷｰや〉ｲｵやFeb╆《や QueenやElizabethやexcommunicatedやbyやPopeやPiusやV‒sやPapalやBull
〉ｱｷやMar╆《や deathやofやWilliamやHerbert╇やRrstやearlやofやPembroke╇や succeededやbyやhisや sonや 
や や HenryやHerbertや〉d╆やｱｶｰｱ《やasやsecondやearl
  negotiations between England and France for a marriage between Queen 





ｱｵｷｲや〉ｱｹやApr╆《や Treaty of Blois, providing a defensive alliance between England and France, 
  agreed in draft
〉ｲｵやMay《や PhilipやSidneyやgrantedやaやlicenseやtoやtravelやonやtheやContinentやforやtwoやyearsや 












〉lateやMay《や Philipや Sidneyや leavesや Strasbourgや toや visitや theや courtや ofや theや Holyや Roman 
や や emperorやMaximilianやatやVienna















や や Sidneyやandやtheirやdaughter╇やMary╉やPhilip╇やMary╇やRobert╇やThomas╇やandやtheirや 
や や motherやalsoやamendやtheやqueenやatやWoodstockや〉Sept╆《
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〉ｱｲやOct╆《や deathや ofや Holyや Romanや Emperorや Maximilianや II╉や succeededや byや hisや Catholic 
  son Rudolf
〉ｱむｷやnov╆《や Antwerp falls to Spanish mercenaries
〉′《や や birthやofやRobertやWrothや〉d╆やｱｶｱｴ《╇やlaterやhusbandやofやMaryやSidneyや〉d╆やｱｶｵｱ《
ｱｵｷｷや〉ｱｶやJan╆《や PhilipやSidneyやmeetsやJohnやDee╇やprobablyやatやMortlake
〉Feb╆《や preparationsや forや Philipや Sidney‒sや embassyや toや emperorや Rudolfや toや oTerや 
や や condolencesやonやtheやdeathやofやhisやfather
〉Mar╆むJun╆《や Philipや Sidneyや atや Ostend╇や Brussels╇や Louvain╇や Heidelberg╇や nuremberg╇や 
や や Prague╇やFrankfurt╇やAntwerp╇やMiddelberg╇やandやBruges
〉ｲｱやApr╆《や MaryやSidneyや 〉d╆や ｱｶｲｱ《やmarriesやHenryやHerbertや 〉d╆や ｱｶｰｱ《╇や secondやearlや ofや
Pembroke╉や weddingや amendedや byや herや brotherや Robert╇や andや henceforthや








や や withやQueenやelizabeth╉やPhilipやSidney‒sやtennisやcourtやquarrelやwithやtheやearlやofや 
や や Oxfordや〉lateやAug╆《
ｱｵｸｰや〉ｸやApr╆《や birthや ofやWilliamやHerbertや 〉d╆や ｱｶｳｰ《╇や laterや thirdや earlや ofや Pembroke╉や atや his 
や や christeningや〉ｲｸやApr╆《やtheやgodparentsやareやQueenやelizabethやandやtheやearlsやofや 
や や Leicesterや andや Warwick╉や Philipや Sidneyや isや probablyや basedや atや Wilton 
や や HouseやApr╆むAug╆
ｱｵｸｱや〉ｱｵやJan╆《や PhilipやSidneyやtakesやpartやinやtheや｠CallophisusやChallengeを






〉spring《や plansや forや Sirや Philipや Sidneyや toや marryや Frances╇や daughterや ofや Sirや Francisや 
や や Walsingham╉やmarriageやcelebratedやｲｱやSept╆
ｱｵｸｴや〉ｲｹやJun╆《や assassination of the Prince of Orange, leading to Englands involvement in the 
  Dutch wars
〉ｲｳやSept╆《や marriageやofやRobertやSidneyやandやBarbaraやgamageや〉d╆やｱｶｲｱ《╇やpromotedやbyや 
や や HenryやHerbert╇やsecondやearlやofやPembroke
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〉ｱｶやOct╆《や birthや ofや Philipや Herbertや 〉d╆や ｱｶｵｰ《╇や laterや fourthや earlや ofや Pembrokeや andや 




















〉Aug╆《や Spanish Armada crisis╉やRobertやSidneyやjoinsやtheやenglishやforcesやatやTilbury╇やledや 
や や byやhisやuncle╇やRobertやDudley╇やearlやofやLeicester╇やandやisやthenやdispatchedやonやaや 
や や missionや toやKingや JamesやViや ofや Scotlandや toや ensureや Scotland‒sや supportや forや 
や や englandやagainstやSpain
〉ｲｳやAug╆《や theや stationerや Williamや Ponsonbyや isや grantedや publicationや rightsや forや theや 
  ArcadiaやandやSidney‒sやtranslationやofやDuやBartas
〉ｴやSept╆《や deathやofやRobertやDudley╇やearlやofやLeicester




〉′《や や publicationやofやThe Countess of Pembrokes Arcadia╉やprobableやyearやofやmarriage 
や や ofや FrancesやWalsinghamや Sidney╇やwidowや ofや Sirや Philipや Sidney╇や toや Robertや 
や や Devereuxや〉ｱｵｶｵむｱｶｰｱ《╇やsecondやearlやofやessex
ｱｵｹｱや〉autumn《や publicationやandや｠takingやinをやofやAstrophil and Stella
〉ｲｲやDec╆《や marriageやofやThomasやSidneyやtoやMargaretやDakinsやDevereux
ｱｵｹｲや〉′《や や publicationや ofや theや Countessや ofや Pembroke‒sや translationsや ofや Duplessisま 
や や Mornay‒sやA Discourse of Life and Deathやandやgarnier‒sやAntonius
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xxxiv
ｱｵｹｳや〉ｹやMar╆《や WilliamやandやPhilipやHerbertやmatriculateやfromやnewやCollege╇やOxford





〉ｱｷやSept╆《や beginningや ofや theや survivingや correspondenceや ofや RowlandやWhyteや 〉whoseや 






〉ｱｹやAug╆《 birth of Princess Elizabeth, daughter of James VI of Scotland and later Queen 
  of Bohemia
〉′《や や MarcusやgheeraertsやiiやpaintsやportraitやofやBarbaraやgamageやSidneyやandやsixやofや 
や や herやchildren
ｱｵｹｷや〉ｲｳのｲｴやJan╆《や SirやRobertやSidneyや servesやwithやdistinctionやatやSiegeやofやTurnhout╉やheや thenや 
や や unsuccessfullyやseeksやtheやWardenshipやofやtheやCinqueやPortsや〉Mar╆《╇やandやlaterや 
や や aやpeerageやandやtheやpostやofやViceまChamberlainや〉Oct╆《
ｱｵｹｸや〉ｵやMar╆《や Sirや Philipや Sidney‒sや daughterや elizabethや marriesや Rogerや Manners╇や earlや 
や や ofやRutland
〉′《や や birthや ofや Dorothyや Percyや Sidneyや 〉d╆や ｱｶｵｹ《╇や laterや wifeや ofや Robertや Sidney╇や 
や や secondや earlや ofや Leicester╉や publicationや ofや aや ｠collectedや worksをや ofや Philip 
や や Sidney╇やincludingやThe Countess of Pembrokes Arcadia, Defence of Poetry, and 
  Astrophil and Stella
〉ｵやAug╆《や death of William Cecil, Lord Burghley 




ｱｶｰｰや〉ｱｹやnov╆《 birth of Prince Charles, later King Charles I
〉′《や や transcriptionや ofや theや Countessや ofや Pembroke‒sや translationや ofや Petrarch‒s 
  Triumph of Death
ｱｶｰｱや〉ｱｹやJan╆《や deathやofやHenryやHerbert╇やsecondやearlやofやPembroke
〉Feb╆《や WilliamやHerbert╇や nowや thirdや earlや ofや Pembroke╇や refusesや toや marryやMary 
や や Fimon╇やwhoやbearsやhimやaやstillbornやchildや〉Mar╆《
〉ｷのｸやFeb╆《や rebellionやledやbyやRobertやDevereux╇やEarlやofやEssexや〉executedやｲｵやFeb╆《
ｱｶｰｲや〉′《や や Publicationや ofや theや Dowagerや Countessや ofや Pembroke‒sや ｠Aや Dialogueをや inや 
や や FrancisやDavison‒sやPoetical Rhapsody
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ｱｶｰｳや〉ｲｴやMar╆《 death of Queen Elizabeth and accession of King James VI of Scotland and I 
  of England
〉ｱｳやMay《や SirやRobertやSidneyやcreatedやBaronやSidneyやofやPenshurst╉やappointedやQueenや 




〉′《や や marriageやofやFrancesやWalsinghamやSidney╇やwidowやofやSirやPhilipやSidneyやand 
や や RobertやDevereux╇やearlやofやessex╇やtoやRichardやBurkeや〉ｱｵｷｲむｱｶｳｵ《╇やfourthやearlや 
や や ofやClanricarde





〉ｲｷやDec╆《や PhilipやHerbertやmarriesや Susanや deやVere╇や daughterや ofや theや earlや ofやOxford╇ 
  at London
ｱｶｰｵや〉ｴやMay《や Robertや Sidneyや 〉d╆や ｱｶｲｶ《や createdや Viscountや Lisle╉や Philipや Herbertや created 
や や earlや ofや Montgomery╉や Starや Chamberや rejectsや theや claimや onや theや estateや ofや 




〉ｵやnov╆《や discovery of the Gunpowder Plot
ｱｶｰｶや〉Jun╆むJul╆《や visit to England of Queen Annes brother, King Christian IV of Denmark
ｱｶｰｷや〉ｲｷやFeb╆《や RobertやSidneyや 〉d╆やｱｶｷｷ《やmatriculatesやwithやhisやbrotherやWilliamや〉d╆やｱｶｱｲ《 
や や fromやChristやChurch╇やOxford
ｱｶｰｸや〉Jan╆《や Rowlandや Whyteや describesや theや harshや winterや conditionsや atや Baynard‒sや 
や や Castle╇やLondon
ｱｶｰｹや や plantation of Ulster by English Protestants
ｱｶｱｰや〉Jan╆《や PrinceやHenry‒sやBarriers╇やinvolvingやWilliamやandやPhilipやHerbert
〉ｱｴやMay《 assassination of King Henri IV of France and accession of King Louis XIII
〉ｲむｵやJun╆《や investiture of Prince Henry as Prince of Wales╉やRobertやSidneyや〉d╆やｱｶｷｷ《やcreatedや 
や や aやKnightやofやtheやBath
ｱｶｱｱや〉′《や や publication of King James Bible
〉′《や や BenやJonsonやresidentやatやPenshurst
ｱｶｱｲや〉ｲｴやMay《や death of Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury
〉ｶやnov╆《 death of Prince Henry╉やSidneyやfamilyやdeathsやinやｱｶｱｲやincludeやRogerやManners╇ 
や や earlやofやRutlandや〉ｲｶやJun╆《╉やelizabethやSidneyやManners╇やCountessやofやRutlandや 
や や 〉c.やｱやSept╆《╉やSirやHenryやSidneyやofやWalsinghamや〉ｲやnov╆《╇やandやWilliamやSidneyや 
や や 〉ｳやDec╆《╇やeldestやsonやofやRobertやSidney╇やViscountやLisle
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ｱｶｱｳや〉ｱｴやFeb╆《や marriage of Princess Elizabeth to Frederick V, Elector Palatine
〉Apr╆むAug╆《や Robertや Sidney╇や Viscountや Lisle╇や escortsや Princessや elizabethや toや germany╉や 










や や theやearlやofやnorthumberland╉やtheやSidneys‒やneighbor╇やLadyやAnneやCliTord╇や 
や や notesやinやherやdiaryや〉Feb╆やｱｶｱｶ《やthatやtheirやunionやisや｠openlyやknownをやtoやtheirや 
や や familyやcircle╉やitやdoesやnotやbecomeやpublicやknowledgeやuntilやMar╆やｱｶｱｷ





〉late′《や MaryやSidneyやHerbert╇やD wagerやCountessや ofやPembroke╇や arrivesやbackや inや 
や や englandや andや receivesや byや royalや grantや aや lifeや interestや inや Houghtonや Park╇や 
や や Bedfordshire╇やwhereやsheやbuildsやherselfやaやnewやmansion
ｱｶｱｷや〉ｵやJan╆《や George Villiers created Earl of Buckingham
〉ｵやOct╆《や baptismやofやDoro hyやSidneyや〉d╆やｱｶｸｴ《╇や laterやCountessやofやSunderland╇や theや 
や や RrstやchildやofやRobertやandやBarbaraやSidney
〉ｶやnov╆《や marriageや ofや Lucyや Percyや 〉d╆や ｱｶｶｰ《や andや Jamesや Hayや 〉d╆や ｱｶｳｶ《╇や laterや earlや 
や や ofやCarlisle
ｱｶｱｸや〉ｱやJan╆《や George Villiers created Marquis of Buckingham
〉ｱｳやMay《や Defenestration of Prague, leading to initiation of the Thirty Years War
〉ｲやAug╆《や inや aや publicや ceremony╇や Robertや Sidneyや 〉d╆や ｱｶｲｶ《や createdや Rrstや earlや ofや 







や や ofやPembroke╇やDorothyやPercyやSidney╇やMaryやSidneyやWroth╇やandやPhilippaや 
や や SidneyやHobartやamendやtheやfuneralやofやQueenやAnneや〉d╆やｲやMar╆《╇やasやdoやmostやofや 
や や theirやmaleやrelatives
〉ｴやnov╆《 Frederick Elector Palatine and Princess Elizabeth crowned King and Queen 
  of Bohemia
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ｱｶｲｰや〉Aug╆《や Pilgrim Fathers sail in MaySower for America
〉ｸやnov╆《や BamleやofやtheやWhiteやMountain╉やFrederickやandやElizabethやloseやBohemia
ｱｶｲｱや〉ｲｱやFeb╆《や christeningやofやPhilipやHerbertや〉d╆やｱｶｶｹ《╇やlaterやRfthやearlやofやPembroke
〉ｲｴ〉′《やMay《や deathや ofや Barbaraや gamageや Sidney╇や Countessや ofや Leicester╉や buriedや atや 
や や Penshurstや〉ｲｶやMay《
〉ｲｵやSept╆《や Maryや Sidneyや Herbert╇や Dowagerや Countessや ofや Pembroke╇や diesや fromや 
や や smallpoxやatやherやhouseやinやAldergateやStreet╇やLondon╉やfuneralやatやSt╆やPaul‒sや 
や や andやburialやatやSalisburyやCathedral
〉′《や や publicationやofやLadyやMaryやWroth‒sやThe Countess of Montgomerys Urania 










ｱｶｲｵや〉ｲｷやMar╆《や deathやofやKingやJamesやIや ndやaccessionやofやKingやCharlesやI╉やplagueやbeginsやtoやspreadや 
  across London and southern England
〉ｱやMay《や KingやCharlesやIやmarriesや〉byやproxy《やHenriemaやMaria╇やdaughterやofやKingやHenriやIVや 




〉ｳｰやnov╆《 Treaty of The Hague, under which England, the Palatinate, and the United 
  Provinces form an alliance with King Christian IV of Denmark
ｱｶｲｶや〉ｲやFeb╆《や coronationやofやKingやCharlesやIや〉delayedやfromやJan╆やdueやtoやplague《
〉ｲｳやFeb╆《 impeachment of George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, begins
〉ｲｵやApr╆《や RobertやSidney╇やRrstやearlやofやLeicester╇やmarriesやSarahやBlountやSmytheや〉d╆やｱｶｵｵ《╇や 
や や widowやofやSirやThomasやSmythe
〉ｱｵやJun╆《 King Charles I dissolves Parliament and refuses to dismiss Buckingham
〉ｱｳやJul╆《や deathや ofや Robertや Sidney╇や Rrstや earlや ofや Leicester╉や buriedや atや Penshurstや onや 
や や ｱｶやJul╆╉やsucceededやbyやhisやson╇やRobertやSidney╇やsecondやearlやofやLeicester




ｱｶｲｷや〉Jul╆《や expeditionや toやLaやRochelleや andや theや isleや ofやRhéやunderやDukeや ofやBuckingham╉や the 
や や remnantsやofやhisやdefeatedやforcesやreturnやtoやEnglandや〉Oct╆《
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ｱｶｲｸや〉ｷやJun╆《 King Charles I accepts the Petition of Right, denying him the option of making 
  forced loans and imprisonment at his personal command
〉ｲｳやAug╆《や assassination of Duke of Buckingham
〉ｱｸやOct╆《 fall of La Rochelle to King Louis XIII of France
ｱｶｲｸむｲｹや や KingやCharlesやI‒sやThirdやParliamentや〉ｱｷやMar╆むｲｶやJun╆やｱｶｲｸ╇やｲｰやJan╆むｱｰやMar╆やｱｶｲｹ《
ｱｶｲｹや〉Jan╆《や deathやofやSusanやVere╇やtheやRrstやwifeやofやPhilipやHerbert╇やearlやofやMontgomery
〉ｱｰやMar╆《や King Charles I dissolves Parliament and begins eleven years of personal rule
〉Apr╆《 peace with France through the Treaty of Susa
ｱｶｳｰや〉ｱｰやApr╆《や deathやofやWilliamやHerbert╇やthirdやearlやofやPembroke
〉ｲｹやMay《や birthやofやPrinceやCharles╇やlaterやKingやCharlesやIIや〉d╆やｱｶｸｵ《
〉ｳやJun╆《や Philipや Herbert╇や fourthや earlや ofや Pembroke╇や marriesや LadyやAnneや CliTord╇や 
や や widowや ofや Richardや Sackville╇や earlや ofや Dorset╇や andや daughterや ofや georgeや 
や や CliTord╇やearlやofやCumberland╉やthisやunionやeTectivelyやbreaksやdownやinやｱｶｳｴ
〉ｵやnov╆《 peace with Spain through the Treaty of Madrid
ｱｶｳｱや〉ｱｷやFeb╆《や funeralや ofや Francesや WalsinghamのSidneyのDevereuxのBurke╇や Countessや ofや 
や や essexやandやClanricarde╇やwidowやofやSirやPhilipやSidneyやandやRobertやDevereux╇や 
や や earlやofやessex
ｱｶｳｲや〉Jan╆《 Viscount Wentworth appointed Lord Deputy of Ireland
ややややや〉Sept╆むnov╆《や embassyや ofや Robertや Sidney╇や secondや earlや ofや Leicester╇や toや Denmark╇や 
やややや や accompaniedやbyやhisやsons╇やPhilipやandやAlgernon
〉late′《や Vanや Dyckや commissionedや toや paintや aや seriesや ofや Sidneyや andや relatedや 
や や familyやportraits
ｱｶｳｳや〉ｶやAug╆《や William Laud appointed Archbishop of Canterbury
〉ｱｴやOct╆《や birthやofやPrinceやJames╇やlaterやKingやJamesやIIや〉d╆やｱｷｰｱ《
ｱｶｳｵや〉ｱｵやMar╆《 Archbishop Laud appointed as First Lord of the Treasury
〉ｹやMay《や France declares war on Spain
ｱｶｳｶや〉Apr╆《や Robertや Sidney╇や secondや earlや ofや Leicester╇や appointedや ambassadorや 
や や extraordinaryやtoやFrance╉や leavesやenglandやonやｷやMay╇やaccompaniedやbyやhis 
や や sons╇やPhilipやandやAlgernon╉やarrivesやinやJun╆やandやservesやthereやuntilやMayやｱｶｴｱ╉や 
や や hisやwife╇やDorothyや Percyや Sidney╇やmanagesや theや Penshurstや estateや andや theや 
や や buildingやofやtheirやLondonやresidenceやduringやhisやabsencesやabroad
ｱｶｳｷや〉ｵやFeb╆《や Ferdinand III succeeds as Holy Roman Emperor after death of Ferdinand II
ｱｶｳｸや〉ｱやMar╆《や ScomishやNationalやCovenantやsignedやatやEdinburgh
ｱｶｳｹや〉Feb╆《や RobertやSidney╇やsecondやearlやofやLeicester╇やtemporarilyやrecalledやfromやFranceや 
や や 〉returnedや inや Aug╆《や andや swornや aや Privyや Councillorや onや ｵや May╆や Heや isや 
や や accompaniedや inやFranceやbyやhisやwifeやDorothyやPercyやSidney╇やCountessやof 
や や Leicester╇やbetweenやSept╆やｱｶｳｹやandやOct╆やｱｶｴｱ
〉ｱｱやJul╆《や Dorothyや Sidneyや 〉ｱｶｱｷむｸｴ《や marriesや Henryや Spencerや 〉ｱｶｲｰむｴｳ《╇や laterや 
や や earlやofやSunderland╇やatやPenshurst
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〉ｱｴやJun╆《や Robertや Sidney╇や secondや earlや ofや Leicester╇や appointedや Lordや Lieutenantや of 
や や irelandや〉butやheやneverやtravelsやthere《
〉Jul╆《や Philipや Herbert╇や fourthや earlや ofや Pembrokeや andや Montgomery╇や resignsや as 
や や LordやChamberlain




〉Oct╆《 rebellion in Ireland
ｱｶｴｲや〉ｴやJan╆《や KingやCharlesやIやamemptsやtoやarrestやtheや｠RveやmembersをやofやParliamentやandやleaves 




や や theやHouseやofやLordsやandやisやappointedやLordやLieutenantやforやKentや〉replacedや 
や や inやAug╆《
〉Jun╆むJul╆《 King Charles I issues Commissions of Array, and the navy declares for Parliament
〉Oct╆《や BamleやofやEdgehillや〉indecisive《
〉nov╆《や royalistやforcesやadvanceやtoやTurnhamやGreenや〉parliamentarianやvictory《
〉Dec╆《 formation of the Eastern Association, a parliamentarian army drawn from forces 
や や inや theや eastや ofや England╉や commandedや byや Edwardや Montagu╇や secondや Earlや ofや 
  Manchester, and including an elite cavalry troop led by Oliver Cromwell 
や や 〉disbandedやinやearlyやｱｶｴｵやandやincorporatedやintoやtheやNewやModelやArmy《
ｱｶｴｳや〉Jan╆《や PhilipやHerbert╇やfourthやearlやofやPembrokeやandやMontgomery╇やisやoneやofやtheや 
や や parliamentaryやcommissionersやsentやtoやOxfordやtoやoTerやpeaceやpropositionsや 
や や toやKingやCharlesやi






〉nov╆《や RobertやSidney╇やsecondやearlやofやLeicester╇や replacedやasやLordやLieutenantやofや 
や や irelandやbyやearlやofやOrmond╉やthe Scots agree to send an army to assist Parliament
ｱｶｴｴや〉Jan╆《や royalistやParliamentやsummonedやatやOxford╉やScomishやarmyやcrossesやintoやEnglandやtoや 
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〉ｲやJul╆《や AlgernonやSidneyやservesやasやaやparliamentarianやcavalryやoUcerやatやtheやBamleや 





〉ｱｵやFeb╆《 creation by Parliament of New Model Army
〉ｱｸやMar╆《や AlgernonやSidneyやappointedやcolonelやinやcavalryやregimentやofやtheやnewやModelや 
や や ArmyやandやgovernorやofやChichesterや〉ｱｰやMay《








ｱｶｴｷや〉Jan╆《 Scots hand King Charles I over to Parliament
〉ｱやFeb╆《や Philipや andやAlgernonやSidneyや returnや toや ireland╇や butや bothや soonや loseや their 
や や postsやthere
〉Jun╆《 King Charles I seized by the army
〉nov╆《や Kingや Charlesや Iや escapesや andや Seesや toや theや Isleや ofや Wight╉や Algernonや Sidneyや isや 
や や involvedやinやtheやnegoti tionsやwithやtheやking
〉Dec╆《や KingやCharlesやI‒sや｠engagementをやwithやtheやScotsやisやagreed╇やrestoringやPresbyterianism 
や や andやabolishingやepiscopacyやinやScotland╉やinやreturn╇やtheやScotsやagreeやtoやsupportやtheや 
  kings restoration






〉Dec╆《 Colonel Prides Purge of Parliament
  PeaceやofやWestphaliaや〉aやseriesやofやtreatiesやsignedやduringやｱｶｴｸ《やbringsやtheやendやofやthe 
  Thirty Years War
ｱｶｴｹや〉ｳｰやJan╆《や executionやofやKingやCharlesや I╉やdescribedやbyやAlgernonやSidneyやasや｠theや justestや 
や や andやbravestやactや╊やthatやeverやwasやdoneやinやenglandやorやanywhereをや〉BLやAdd╆や 
や や MSやｳｲｶｸｰのｹむｱｰ《╉やwatchedやfromやaやnearbyやwindowやbyやPhilipやHerbert╇やfourth 
や や earlやofやPembrokeやandやMontgomery
〉ｱｴやFeb╆《や CouncilやofやStateやsetやupや〉dissolvedやｲｰやApr╆やｱｶｵｳ《╇やwithやPhilipやHerbert╇やfourth 
や や earlや ofや Pembrokeや andやMontgomery╇や asや oneや ofや itsや Rveや peers╉ Charles II 
  declared king in Edinburgh
〉ｱｴやMar╆《や deathや atや Leicesterや Houseや ofや Harryや Spencerや 〉b╆や ｱｶｴｳ《╇や sonや ofや Dorothy 
や や SidneyやSpencer╇やCountessやofやSunderland
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〉May《や England declared a free commonwealth
〉ｱｴやJun╆《や twoやofやtheやroyalやchildren╇やPrinceやHenry╇やDukeやofやgloucester╇やandやPrincessや 
や や elizabeth╇やareやlodgedやatやPenshurstや〉untilやｹやAug╆やｱｶｵｰ《やhavingやpreviously 
や や beenやinやtheやchargeやofやAlgernonやPercy╇やtenthやearlやofやnorthumberland
〉Dec╆《や RobertやSidney╇やsecondやearlやofやLeicester╇やacceptsや ardshipやofやhisやnephew╇や 
や や PhilipやSmythe╇やViscountやStrangford
















〉ｱｸやAug╆《や deathや ofや Catherineや Cecilや Sidney╇やwifeや ofや Philipや Sidneyや 〉ｱｶｱｹむｹｸ《╇や laterや 
や や thirdやearlやofやLeicester╇やtriggersやaやbimerやandやlongまrunningやquarrelやwithやhisや 
や や fatherや overや hisや allowances╉や inや Decemberや heや strikesや hisや fatherや duringや 
や や anやargument
〉nov╆《や AlgernonやSidneyやelectedやtoやCouncilやofやState
ｱｶｵｳや〉ｲｰやApr╆《や Long Parliament dissolved





〉ｱｶやDec╆《や Oliver Cromwell invested as Lord Protector
ｱｶｵｴむｵｹや や theやParliamentsやofやtheやProtectorateや〉ｳやSept╆やｱｶｵｴむｲｲやJan╆やｱｶｵｵ╇やｱｷやSept╆やｱｶｵｶむ 
や や ｲｶやJun╆やｱｶｵｷ╇やｲｷやJan╆むｲｲやApr╆やｱｶｵｹ《
ｱｶｵｴや〉Apr╆《や Unionや ofや Scotlandや andや Englandや formallyや proclaimed╉や peaceや agreedや withや theや 
  United Provinces
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ｱｶｵｵや〉Mar╆《 royalist uprising in Wiltshire suppressed
〉May《や rebellionや inやScotlandやended╉やCromwell‒sや expeditionや toや theやWestや Indiesやandや the 
  capture of Jamaica
ｱｶｵｶや〉Jun╆《や Philipや Sidney╇や laterや thirdや earlや ofや Leicester╇や prominentや inや theや ceremony 
や や markingやtheやsecondやinstallationやofやOliverやCromwellやasやProtector
ｱｶｵｷや〉Mar╆《や oTensiveやallianceやbetweenやEnglandやandやFranceやagainstやSpain
ｱｶｵｸや〉Feb╆《や RobertやSidney╇やsecondやearlやofやLeicester╇やplanningやtoや liveやapartや fromやhisや 
や や wifeやDorothy╇やbutやsheやfallsやterminallyやill
〉Jun╆《 English forces defeat Spanish army, and Dunkirk is handed over to England
〉ｳやSept╆《や deathやofやOliverやCromwell╉やsucceededやbyやhisやson╇やRichardやCromwell
ｱｶｵｸむｶｴや や Henryや Sidney╇や laterや earlや ofや Romney╇や andや hisや nephew╇やRobertや Spencer╇や 
や や laterやearlやofやSunderland╇や travelやonや theやContinent╇やwithやonlyやbriefやvisits 
や や backやtoやengland
ｱｶｵｹや や ｠RumpをやParliamentやbeginsや〉ｷやMayむｱｳやOct╆╇やｲｶやDec╆やｱｶｵｹむｱｶやMar╆やｱｶｶｰ《
〉ｲｴやMay《や Richard Cromwell abdicates as Lord Protector
〉ｱｰやJul╆《や DorothyやPercyやSidney╇やCountessやofやLeicester╇やmakesやherやwill
〉ｲｰやJul╆《や AlgernonやSidneyやarrivesやinやelsinore╇やDenmark╇やonやoUcialやembassy
〉ｲｰやAug╆《や deathや ofや Dorothyや Percyや Sidney╇や Countessや ofや Leicester╉や buriedや ｲｳやAug╆や 
や や atやPenshurst
ｱｶｶｰや〉ｲｹやMay《や accession of King Charles II╉やAlgernonや Sidneyや remainsや abroad╇や livingや atや 
や や Hamburgや andや thenや inや italyや 〉untilや c.や ｱｶｶｳ《╇や thenや geneva╇や Brussels╇や the 





や や health╉やhisやson╇やPhilip╇や formerlyやaやprominentやsupporterやofやCromwell╇や isや 
や や grantedやaやpardonやunderやtheやgreatやSealや〉ｳｰやOct╆《
〉ｵやnov╆《や deathやofやLucyやPercyやHay╇やCountessやofやCarlisle




ｱｶｶｲや〉ｲｱやMay《や King Charles II marries Catherine of Braganza
ｱｶｶｵや〉′《や や Robertや Spencer╇や secondやearlや ofや Sunderland╇やmarriesやAnne╇やdaughterや ofや 
や や georgeや Digby╇や earlや ofや Bristol╇や andや takesや upや residenceや atや hisや familyや 
や や seat╇やAlthorp
ｱｶｶｶや〉ｲやSept╆《や Great Fire of London, which largely destroys Baynards Castle
ｱｶｶｹや〉ｱｱやDec╆《や deathやofやPhilipやHerbert╇やRfthやearlやofやPembroke
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ｱｶｷｶや〉′《や や birthや ofや Philipや Sidneyや 〉d╆や ｱｷｰｵ《╇や laterや Viscountや Lisleや andや Rfthや earl 
や や ofやLeicester
ｱｶｷｷや〉earlyやSept╆《や AlgernonやSidneyやreturnsやtoやenglandやtoやvisitやhisやailingやfather






ｱｶｷｹむｸｱや や ExclusionやCrisis╇やseekingやtoやexcludeやCharlesやII‒sやCatholicやbrotherやJames╇やDukeやof 




ｱｶｸｲや や birthや ofや Jocelynや Sidneyや 〉d╆や ｱｷｴｳ《╇や laterやViscountや Lisleや andや seventhやearlや 
や や ofやLeicester
ｱｶｸｳや〉ｲｹやAug╆《や deathや ofや Philipや Herbertや 〉b╆や ｱｶｵｳ《╇や seventhや earlや ofや Pembroke╉や buriedや 
や や atや Salisburyや Cathedralや 〉ｱｰや Sept╆《╉や succeededや byや hisや youngerや brother╇や 
や や ThomasやHerber や 〉ｱｶｵｶのｵｷむｱｷｳｳ《╇や asや eighthやearlや ofや Pembroke╇やwhoや laterや 
や や enjoysやanやillustriousやpoliticalやcareerやservingやKingやWilliamやiiiやasやFirstやLord 
や や ofやtheやAdmiralty╇やLordやPrivyやSeal╇やandやLordやPresidentやofやtheやCouncil
〉ｷやDec╆《や executionやofやAlgernonやSidneyや forやcomplicityや inやRyeやHouseやConspiracy╉や 
や や hisやbrotherやHenryやSidneyやisやallowedやtoやarrangeやforやhisやfuneralやatやPenshurstや 
や や andやtoやclaimやhisやestate
ｱｶｸｵや〉ｶやFeb╆《や deathやofやKingやCharlesやIIやandやaccessionやofやKingやJamesやIIや〉d╆やｱｷｰｱ《
〉ｱｵやJul╆《や executionや ofや James╇や Dukeや ofや Monmouth╉や Robertや Spencer╇や secondや earlや of 
や や Sunderland╇やpresidesやoverやtheやbrutalやlegalやsuppressionやofやthisやrebellion
〉nov╆《や Henryや Sidneyや leavesや forや theや Continentや andや travelsや abroadや duringや theや 




〉ｳｰやJun╆《や aや lemer╇や perhapsや draftedや byやHenryや Sidneyや andや signedや byや himや andや sixや 
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ｱｶｸｹや〉ｱｳやFeb╆《 accession of King William III and Queen Mary II supported by Henry Sidney, 
  later Earl of Romney
〉ｹやApr╆《や coronation of King William III╉や Henryや Sidneyや createdや BaronやMiltonや andや 
や や Viscountや Sidneyや ofや Sheppey╉や thenや appointedや aや Privyや Councillor╇や Firstや 




〉ｱやJul╆《や KingやWilliamや IIIや defeatsや Jamesや IIや atや theや Bamleや ofや theや Boyne╉や Henryや Sidney 









〉ｲｸやDec╆《 death of Queen Mary II
ｱｶｹｷや〉ｱｹやApr╆《や RobertやSpencer╇やsecondやearlやofやSunderland╇やappointedやasやLordやChamberlain
〉ｲｲやApr╆《や Henryや Sidneyや andや Robertや Spencerや bothや namedや amongや theや justicesや to 
や や governやtheやcountryやduringやtheやking‒sやabsencesやabroad
ｱｷｰｱや〉ｱｲやJun╆《や ActやofやSemlementやestablishesやrightやofやtheやHouseやofやHanoverやtoやtheやEnglishやthrone
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